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The Hands of Hope Foundation’s mission is to
empower children against sexual abuse, by
creating awareness, and educating adults to build
an empathic society, free of all forms of violence.
Our mission is to help children recognise, prevent,
and be protected from any form of sexual
violence through proper education & awareness,
and to build a safe, happy, environment for the
present and future generations of our society.

Vision and
Mission
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THOHF is one of the first NGOs to exclusively use
the creative medium in addressing child sexual
abuse through its innovative creative campaigns.
Apart from raising awareness, conducting
creative workshops on child sexual abuse, and
developing creative resources to train children
and adults, one of our biggest victories till date is
that our campaigns have been instrumental in
bringing the Govt’s attention to Male Child Sexual
abuse and amending compensation laws to
ensure proper justice for male victims as well.

Our USP
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The Crew:
Insia Dariwala is an award-winning
international filmmaker/ child rights
activist, a TEDx speaker, and a Creative
Campaign Strategist who effectively uses
her expertise as a writer/director to
highlight social evils like Child Sexual Abuse
(CSA), and Female Genital Cutting (FGC)
through the medium of visual arts and
cinema. Insia is the Founder of ‘The Hands
of Hope Foundation’ and her unique
campaigns have been instrumental in
highlighting male child sexual abuse,
amending child rights laws, and creating
awareness on CSA throughout India. She is
the recipient of the Shoorveer Award, the
prestigious ‘Women have Wings’ courage
award, U.S.A, and the ‘We the Women’
,H.E.R award, in India, hosted by U.N
Women. Insia is also featured as one of the
100 most inspiring women of India, in a
book called ‘The Phenomenal She’, and has
been featured by BBC World on their series
,’ My Indian Life’, with Bollywood actress
Kalki Koechlin. Besides her creative
endeavours, Insia is also known for her
ability to connect with large audiences, and
her talks are featured at many conferences
in India, and internationally.

Founder and President

Insia
Dariwala
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Member, Executive Committee

Manager, Admin and Operations

Pranav Joshi

Chandni Shiyal

An MBA from the Jamnalal Bajaj Institute and
heading a financial services firm, Pranav is
believes that a pan-India, force-multiplier
`movement’ is required to eradicate the scourge
of Child Sexual Abuse and is determined to do all
he can in that direction. Involved with the cause
from late 2017, he formally joined The Hands of
Hope foundation in April 2020 as member of the
Executive Committee. His area of responsibility
includes organization development, structure &
governance, business development and
facilitating tie-ups and collaborations that are
aligned to THOHF’s mission and goals. An
enthusiastic distance runner, his interests
include astronomy, bird-watching, trekking,
travelling and history and being a permanent
foodie.

Chandni Shiyal feels very strongly against the
social injustices prevalent in our society and is
not one to remain a silent bystander. She is
passionate for causes related to children and
women’s rights. In 2019 she completed her
Ph.D. from the Centre for African Studies,
University of Mumbai. She is an author of a
book titled `Female Circumcision/ Female
Genital Mutilation: A Human Rights Violation –
A case Study of Ethiopia’.She is working at
Sahiyo, a NGO whose mission is to empower
Asian communities to end the practice Female
Genital Cutting (FGC). Chandni joined The
Hands of Hope Foundation (THOHF) in August
2020 and she looks after the operational, HR
and general administration aspects for the
NGO.
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What is CSA?
The World Health Organization (WHO) defines
Child Sexual Abuse (CSA) as:
The involvement of a child in sexual activity that
he or she does not fully comprehend, is unable to
give informed consent to, or for which the child is
not developmentally prepared and cannot give
consent, or that violate the laws or social taboos of
society. Child sexual abuse is evidenced by this
activity between a child and an adult or another
child who by age or development is in a
relationship of responsibility, trust or power, the
activity being intended to gratify or satisfy the
needs of the other person. This may include but is
not limited to: the inducement or coercion of a
child to engage in any unlawful sexual activity; the
exploitative use of child in prostitution or other
unlawful sexual practices; the exploitative use of
children in pornographic performances and
materials.
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More than 50% of the
child population

affected, with equal
occurences for boys

and girls.

Less than 50 NGOs
address CSA in India,

and these NGOs
receive less than
0.005% of total NGO

funding.
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Long Term
Impact of CSA
CSA doesn’t just physically and mentally impact as
a child, but has long lasting effects even as an
adult as shown in the below graphs, which have
been extracted from a study done by The Hands of
Hope Foundation (THOHF) in 2020.
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Past Projects:

In February 2016, THOHF won a
runner up award for this Public
Art Installation at KGF which
was on the theme of ‘Child
Sexual Abuse-Beyond Borders’.
The installation titled ‘Betrayed’
was visited by more than 1.5
lakh people in 9 days and started
a dialogue on an otherwise
difficult topic like child sexual
abuse.

More information can be found
at:
https://www.vervemagazine.in/
arts-and-culture/7-talking-points-
from-kgaf-2016

https://www.worldpulse.com/
voices-rising/stories/india-when-
art-transcends-pain

2016 Kala
Ghoda Art
Installation
on CSA:
‘Betrayed’

1
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Tara and Raju, a THOHF production, is one of the first puppetry
animation videos in Hindi, educating young children on`Safe and
Unsafe touch’.
Released online in February 2017, the film was executed by the
students of Pearl Academy, Mumbai who were mentored by Insia
Dariwala under THOHF’s flagship program- Youth for Social Change
(YSC).
Since then it has been used the educate children in schools & slums
on how to protect their spaces and bodily rights.

Watch the video at: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Z7b8OE7oASA

Tara and Raju- First
Puppetry Animation Video
on Safe and Unsafe Touch in
Hindi (2017)

2
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3
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Photo Campaign: ‘End
the Isolation’- Phase I
(2017)
In 2017, THOHF launched `END THE ISOLATION’ –
the first ever photo campaign on Male Child Sexual
Abuse featuring 5 men who shared their stories of
abuse by the Founder Insia Dariwala created
shockwaves around the country and globally as
well leading to an amendment of the victim
compensation scheme in the POCSO act, to bring
parity to male victims of child sexual abuse. The
petition was signed by more than 1 lakh people in
just 2 months and the then WCD Minister Maneka
Gandhi invited Insia Dariwala to lead an in-depth
study on male child sexual abuse in India. This very
important study is still pending due to lack of
funds.

More clips can be found at:

https://www.change.org/p/maneka-gandhi-minister-for-
women-and-child-development-order-an-in-depth-study-
on-male-child-sexual-abuse-in-india-endtheisolation
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Photo Campaign: ‘End the
Isolation’- Phase II (2018)

4

Buoyed by the phenomenal response of the campaign in 2017,
THOHF launched Phase-II of its photo-series campaign END THE
ISOLATION in 2018 with Bollywood actor Kalki Koechlin as the
face of the campaign. Phase 2 included 16 survivors and was an
inclusive campaign with 3 genders participating from Mumbai
and Pune including trans sex workers.

More readings can be found at:
https://mumbaimirror.indiatimes.com/mumbai/other/coming-in-
from-the-cold-photo-series-showcases-survivors-of-child-sexual-
abuse-from-mumbai-and-pune/articleshow/66739486.cms
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#LockdownOnCSA (2020)

5

#LockdownOnCSA , a social media messaging campaign,
had six powerful influencers from the Indian film industry,
lend their voice and face to ignite citizen responsibility on
the menace of Child Sexual Abuse and to encourage
reporting of this offence. Spread over seven weeks from
end-May to mid-July, THOHF released celebrity videos on
social media with their pledges to be soldiers in the fight
against Child Sexual Abuse. The campaign was
accompanied by an online survey on this issue welcoming
participants to become part of the solution by providing
implementable suggestions.
Impact: raised public awareness about this menace by
reaching 1 million people; encouraged increased level of
reporting; accompanying survey yeilded important results.
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Online Survey on Child
Sexual Abuse (2020)

This online survey invited feedback from
members of the public on various aspects of
Child Sexual Abuse. For adult survivors it
sought feedback on their experience and how
they felt about it as adults now. The survey also
invited suggestions from the public for
combatting CSA. The results were analysed by
researchers and domain experts and the
findings published in Oct’2020.

The complete report can be found at:
https://bit.ly/3dPDc1
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The Poetry Project (2020)
Poetry is nearer to vital truth than history -Plato

The Hands of Hope Foundation (THOHF), yet again
engaged the creative community to speak up against
sexual violence on children. The first ever ‘Poetry Project’,
where 16 poets used the power of the spoken word to
break the silence on child sexual abuse.

The project ran across all digital medium channels from
the 25th November-10th December, to commemorate the
#16daysofactivism against gender violence.
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7
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The Hope Run (2021)

8

THOHF organized the first ever pan-India Virtual Run
dedicated to the fight against Child Abuse from 28th
Feb’21 to 7th Mar’21.

Key Highlights:

• The event was to promote the fight against Child
Abuse in all its forms – physical, sexual, child labor,
trafficking and also for child welfare related causes
that help to bring down incidence of Child Abuse.
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• Close to 1000 persons signed-up for THE HOPE RUN
from all across India.

• 35 NGOs working in the domain of Child Abuse and
Child Welfare were brought together on a common
virtual platform to raise visibility for the cause and
for their own work and to raise funds for themselves.

• More than 60 influential runners lent their support
by being Ambassadors to the event by promoting the
event on their social media pages.
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Future Projects:
1 Project ‘Force

Multiplier’: Pilot Run
THOHF will launch a Pilot
for this project in the slums
of Bharat Nagar, in Mumbai
in 2021. Upon successful
execution, this will be
replicated on a pan-India
basis over the next 5 years.

Concept
To create an army of soldiers
for conduction of
programmes `Personal
Safety Education’ , `Care-
giver Awareness’ ,
`Reporting of CSA’ on a truly
pan-India basis and reaching
every nook & corner of the
country eventually. The key
features of this would
incorporate:

1. Identification of a key
influencer (individual/NGO)
in a particular geography
and obtaining a list of

residents / social workers
(aka `soldiers’) in that
geography for execution.

2. Conduction of `Training
the Trainers’ for those
individuals by experienced
NGOs equipped for that
purpose.

3. Obtaining funding for
compensation of the soldiers
for 3 months for execution of
the programs.

4. Assisting the key
influencer to develop an
auto-sustaining funding
mechanism going forward.

5. Building a sustainable
environment for women/
mothers who would feel
empowered enough to take a
stance against CSA within
their homes and families.
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2 Mascot for CSA

THOHF will commission a design institute to come-up
with a MASCOT for the fight against Child Sexual Abuse.
The MASCOT will be used in a multi-pronged way
through various ICT materials, creative campaigns,
development tools and education programs.
The objective is to get greater identification of the cause
and hence better recall and opportunity for more
dialogue in society.
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The Hope Run: Pan-
India Marathon

The Colours of
Change

3

4
THOHF will involve players from non-profit sector
working in similar issues and various other creative
entities, in designing the Strategy and solutions to combat
the issue of Child Sexual abuse through scalable
community involvement on the ground making each
stakeholder, and citizen responsible to contribute to a
safer environment.

“THE HOPE RUN – Run to fight Child Abuse” the first pan-
India Virtual Run for the fight against CHILD ABUSE in all
its forms - sexual abuse, violence, trafficking, child labor,
exploitation and related child welfare issues. The aim is
to bring about the acceptance and awareness of these
issues in the public domain in a more natural and
positive manner. It will feature a platform for affiliate
NGOs working in the domain of Child Abuse (and related
child welfare causes) for raising funds.
The attempt is to draw focus on the cause and expect that
this positive approach will lead to an explosion of
dialogue pan-India around the issue.
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Key Components:

• BEFORE VIDEOS : To
highlight the factors
contributing to the
incidents of CSA in a
particular spot where
incidents of CSA are high.
For instance-it could be
lack of proper basics like
toilets, which leave young
children vulnerable and
open to predators.

• DRAWING TOOLKIT :
(i) Conduct a drawing
contest with school children
from the identified area- The
activity titled- ‘Draw what
you fear and also what
makes you feel safe’ will
involve local ngos ,
aanganwadis/public schools,
for hosting the contest.
Psychotherapists and Art
therapists will be roped in to
analyse the prevalence of
CSA through these drawings.

(ii) Post analysis,
Identification/Rehabilitation
of potential CSA victims/
survivors, counsellor
referrals, and participation
of other NGOs who provide
counselling to victims.

(iii) THOHF will initiate the
production of the drawing

tool kit on the basis of this
analysis which will then be
used as parameters to draw
inferences of whether the
child could be in danger or is
being subjected to CSA. Once
designed, the tool kit will be
disseminated through
schools, with basic trainings
provided to the drawing
teachers, so that they can
utilize it to identify potential
victims of CSA

• Organize meetings and
discussions with various
Civic society stakeholders
to strategize the
prevention of CSA at the
ground level (schools,
communities, public
places etc.) vide a 1-day
event at the chosen
community to create
awareness by showcasing
the incidences of CSA
through the medium of
educational films, street
plays, group discussions.

• AFTER VIDEOS : Impact
of the activities of the
project to evaluate its
effectiveness for
replication in other
communities.
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REACH US
AT:
B 403, Kohinoor 1,

Next To Millat Nagar,

Andheri (W)

Mumbai – 400053

info@thehandsofhopefoundation.in

www.thehandsofhopefoundation.in


